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Abstract 

This essay aims to investigate which countries and geographical regions are most prevalent in literary 

texts in coursebooks published before and after the curriculum change in 2011, as well as determining 

if there is a greater diversity of countries and regions represented in the coursebooks published after 

2011. A content analysis was used as well as studies by various researchers to investigate the literary 

texts in the coursebooks. Ten coursebooks published before and after 2011 were analyzed by using the 

four categories text origin (i.e. country of original publication), author, setting and character to answer 

the research questions for this thesis. This study concludes that coursebooks published before 2011 do 

not meet the requirements for the current national curriculum, whereas coursebooks published after 

2011 show a much broader diversity in countries represented and meet the current curriculum 

requirements.  

Keywords: English education, upper secondary school, literature education, English as a world 
language 

 

Sammanfattning på svenska 

Syftet med denna uppsats är att undersöka vilka länder och geografiska regioner som dominerar i 

litterära texter i kursböcker tryckta innan och efter läroplansövergången i 2011, samt att se om det 

finns utveckling gällande antalet olika länder som representeras i dessa kursböcker innan och efter 

2011. En innehållsanalys har använts såväl som rön från olika forskare för att undersöka ämnet. Tio 

kursböcker som är tryckta innan och efter 2011 har analyserats i de fyra kategorierna textursprung, 

författare, miljö och karaktärsursprung som har använts för att kunna besvara frågorna i denna 

uppsats. Denna studies slutsats är att kursböckerna som är tryckta innan 2011 inte möter målen och 

kraven i den nuvarande nationella läroplan, medan böckerna som är tryckta efter 2011 visar en mycket 

bredare mångfald i de länder som representeras och därmed möter gällande mål och krav från 

gymnasieskolans läroplan.  

Nyckelord: engelskundervisning, gymnasieskola, litteraturundervisning, engelska som världsspråk  
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1. Introduction 

Literature is said to help develop language skills and can benefit the language classroom in 

many ways. Firstly, it helps the student gain a deeper understanding of different types of 

literary eras, genres and types of literature, as well as gaining a broader understanding of the 

literary world. It also helps students develop within the target language, exposing them to 

different styles and levels of language proficiency, for example through working with 

vocabulary and styles in the literary text. This exposure can help students apply a similar form 

of language to their own reading, writing and speaking. Reading literature is also a criterium 

in the national curriculum for English for upper secondary school in Sweden, as it broadly 

states in the overall aims of English that students should be given the opportunity to work with 

different types of texts by themselves and with others, that is, different types of literature 

(Skolverket, 2011). Another major goal in English education in Sweden is that students should 

‘be given the opportunity to develop knowledge of living conditions, social issues and cultural 

features in different parts of the world where English is used’ (Skolverket:2011). In regard to 

this goal, students should be exposed to a “world English” rather than just English used in 

English-speaking countries, which was the focus in the previous curriculum, Gy2000. 

Although students should be exposed to a ‘world English’, it is not clearly stated in all of the 

goals in the national curriculum exactly what it means, leaving it up to the individual teachers 

to interpret as they please. With there being several coursebooks (such as Blueprint, Echo 

Short stories, Viewpoints, Solid Gold and Worldwide English) for English in upper secondary 

school to choose from, dating from before and after the curriculum change in 2011, it can 

therefore be difficult for a teacher of English to select the most suitable material based on the 

curriculum criteria.  

1.2 Aims and research questions 

The aims for this thesis are to investigate the representation of different countries’ in literature 

in coursebooks for English in upper secondary school, as well as to compare coursebooks used 

in English 5-7 to see how ‘English as a world language’ is represented in literary texts in those 

coursebooks before and after the curriculum change in 2011. Further, the aim is to see to what 

extent there has there been a change in the representation of countries and regions in the 

literature in coursebooks produced after the curriculum change in 2011. The overall research 

questions are the following: 
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1. What countries and regions are’ literature is represented in literary texts in 

coursebooks for English 5-7 for upper secondary school? Which countries have the 

greatest representation? 

 

2. In coursebooks for English at upper secondary school, to what extent has there been a 

change in the countries and regions represented after the curriculum change in 2011?  
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2. Background 

In this chapter, different theories and research regarding literature, literature education, and 

English as a world language will be presented and discussed.  

2.1 The view and concepts of literature education in school 

Literature education has been a debated subject for quite some time, with experts re-evaluating 

its purpose in the language classroom. Some researchers argue that literature education can be 

a powerful tool inside the language classroom that help students gain a broader understanding 

of the target language in terms of grammar and vocabulary, as well as stimulating creative 

processes and the imagination of the reader (Rahayu, 2011). It may also give students a broader 

perspective on different social, cultural and in some cases political factors that have shaped 

and are shaping our world today. Reading can also be seen as a timeless act where students are 

able to relate to stories that were written in the past, as well as those written in today’s society. 

Literary education can also promote positive values and opinions in the target reader, so that 

the reader feels more engaged with what it is they are reading (Persson, 2007:6f; Beach et al., 

2011:7).  

 

Louise M. Rosenblatt (1995:4) mentions in her book Literature as exploration that through 

the ‘fostering’ aspects of literature, students can engage in deeper conversations about ideas 

and views about topics such as human nature, morals and attitudes. Anette Svensson (2015) 

discusses in her article “Literature teaching and learning: an overview” the effect and 

importance of literature in language teaching and learning in relation to Swedish education. 

Svensson argues that reading literature has a significant effect on the individual and has many 

benefits, claiming that, quoting Rosenblatt (1195:xvi), reading is a ‘dynamic interaction 

between the two’, the reader and the text itself (Svensson, 2015:32f). Both the reader and the 

text itself bring a certain amount of background knowledge and experience when integrated, 

which in itself will enhance the interpretation and provide a broader understanding of the text 

and all its elements (Rosenblatt, 1995: 295; Svensson, 2015:33f).  How literature education is 

realized in the national curriculum for upper secondary school will be discussed below. Teresa 

Norling (2009) observes in her dissertation Aims and objectives in the teaching of English 

literature at upper secondary school that literature can in some ways be problematic for 

English teachers, as it is sometimes difficult to realize the goals of the curriculum and put them 

into actual educational practice. In other words, there needs to be a certain “quality” in 

literature education for it to fulfill its purpose (Norling, 2009:35f). Norling explains that an 

English teacher can help promote this integrated reading process through the curriculum goals 

for English by creating a classroom environment that encourages conversation and 
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communication between students, as well as informing about and prompting understanding 

of cultural and social backgrounds (Norling, 2009:33).  One way of promoting literature 

education is by conceptualizing what literature means in the language classroom. Skaftun and 

Michelsen (2017:19-26) outline three different concepts of literature. This essay has chosen to 

focus on the ‘narrow literary concept’ (det smale litteraturbegrepet).1 

 

The narrow literary concept defines literature purely as fictional texts, both in terms of quality 

and purpose. In other words, literature should be fulfilling for the reader, and should serve this 

purpose and function in addition to being entertaining for the reader (Skaftun & Michelsen, 

2017:21). The narrow literary concept also helps distinguish literature based on different 

requirements and ideas, such as genre, theme, character types, style, form elements etc. Most 

importantly, literature within this definition should be creative and unique, and should have 

an influence on both culture and the individual, as well as the understanding of the world we 

live in. This makes the narrow literary concept as Skaftun and Michelsen put it ‘exclusive’, 

meaning that many written works cannot be seen as literature, as it is only works of fiction that 

are considered here as literature, such as novels, short stories and poetry (Skaftun & Michelsen, 

2017:21). Texts that have been excluded from this definition are speeches, factual texts and 

other formal texts. 

 

In this essay, then, ‘the narrow literary concept’ has been used in the selection of texts to 

investigate the representation of ‘English as a world language’ in the form of literary texts in 

English course books from 5-7. This choice is based on the material found in the course books 

for English 5-7, as well as on how the goals in the curriculum for English in upper secondary 

school are formulated.  

2.2 Global English and its role in the language classroom 

The English language has a dominating role in the Swedish school system, as it is the one 

language that has had, and still has, an influential role on both the educational system and the 

rest of the world (Skolverket, 2011). The English language, as one is well aware of, has a unique 

status in the rest of the world. Its uniqueness is due to its proliferation: it has moved from being 

a language merely spoken in English-speaking countries to being a language that is spoken and 

used as a form of communication in a variety of different places and situations (Sundqvist & 

Sylvén, 2016:19f). This change in the view and use of of the English language has also 

influenced the Swedish educational system and the national curriculum for English education.  

                                                        
1 See Skaftun & Michelsen (2017: 19ff) to read about the other two concepts of literature, the extended literary 
concept (det utvidete litteraturbegrepet) and the totalized literary concept (det totaliserte litteraturbegrepet). 
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The English language as it is used in our society today has been given many different names, 

such as ‘English as an international language’, ‘Global, international Englishes’, or ‘English as 

a Lingua franca’ etc. Sundqvist and Sylvén refer to ‘English as a Lingua franca’ to define its 

global representation in the world. ‘Lingua franca’ defines English as the common contact 

language between nonnative speakers, or as Sundqvist and Sylvén put it ‘lingua-cultures’ that 

use English as a way of communicating (Sundqvist & Sylvén, 2016:20ff). Global English is 

widely discussed in research with many different ways of defining what “global English” 

actually is. One of the theories mentioned by Sundqvist and Sylvén is ‘the Kachruvian 

approach’, formed by Kachru (1985) (Sundqvist & Sylvén, 2016:21f). This approach categorises 

the spread of the English language regarding its geographical association, acquisition patterns 

and its function within the various cultures across the world. Kachru defines this spread 

through three circles known within the linguistic community as ‘the three concentric circles’: 

‘the inner circle’, ‘the outer circle’ and ‘the expanding circle’. These circles help distinguish the 

use and the acquisition of English in its various forms (Sundqvist & Sylvén, 2016:21f). The 

inner circle represents the countries which have English as their first language (L1) and are 

usually the traditional bases of the English language. Countries that are included in the inner 

circle are the United Kingdom, the USA, Canada, Australia and New Zeeland. However, there 

are researchers such as Crystal (2003), who argue that the inner circle may be bigger than 

Kachru’s delimitations, as there are countries in places such as West Africa that also use 

varieties of L1 English, although the number of people who use it cannot fully be determined 

(Sundqvist & Sylvén, 2016:22).  

 

The outer circle refers to the countries that were colonized by the English, or as Kachru terms 

it, the ‘populous nations’. These countries use English as a second or third language together 

with the national language(s) of that particular country, a lingua franca between different 

language cultures, and it is taught as a second language in schools rather than as a foreign 

language and used within higher education and other practices. The countries that are in the 

outer circle are countries such as India, Nigeria, Bangladesh and Pakistan, but also countries 

such as the Philippines and Singapore (Sundqvist & Sylvén, 2016:22f).  

 

The expanding circle refers to a broader dimension of the English language. In the expanding 

circle, English is seen as the most important and influential language to learn. British 

colonialism, unlike the countries within the outer circle, has not affected the countries within 

the expanding circle, and users of the English language from the expanding circle emphasize 

the influence of the English language as an ‘international language’. English in these countries 

is taught as a foreign language and is almost considered as a second language (L2) in many 
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expanding circle countries (Sundqvist & Sylvén, 2016:23). There are many countries that are 

considered to be a part of the expanding circle, and the average number of speakers is very 

hard to determine, as the number of speakers vary, but is significantly bigger than that of the 

inner circle. Countries that are included in the expanding circle are Norway, Israel, Japan, 

China, Cameroon and Saudi Arabia. The distinction between teaching English as a second 

language or a foreign language in many of these countries is harder to make, as both are more 

or less treated the same (Sundqvist & Sylvén, 2016:23).  

 

The question is how do these circles relate to how we perceive the English language in Sweden 

and English education in Sweden? Here, English can be argued to be more of a second language 

rather than a foreign language. This case is very similar to that of other countries such as 

France, Finland, Norway and Belgium, as well as Asian countries such as Japan and Thailand. 

Although many countries within the expanding circle do not have access to learning and using 

the English language in the same way as the countries mentioned above due to factors such as 

internet and technology, English is still considered a widely used language all over the world 

(Sundqvist & Sylvén, 2016:22-25).  

 

In the national curriculum for Swedish upper secondary school (2011), English is treated as a 

‘world language’, as the curriculum emphasizes the understanding and discussion of different 

cultures, life and social conditions across the world where English is used (Skolverket, 2011; 

Skolverket, 2017:7). This would mean that not only should the inner and outer circle be 

included in this discussion, but also the countries in the expanding circle, which are exposed 

to and use English to communicate with the rest of the world (Sundqvist & Sylvén, 2016:22-

25). Therefore, in this essay, English will be treated as a global language, as English plays a 

vital role in the Swedish educational system. As well as playing a significant role in 

communication with the rest of the world, English is a national subject in which all students 

must reach a certain level of proficiency and all students must pass in order to graduate from 

upper secondary school. 

2.3 Curriculum definitions of literature and English as a world 

language 

The national curriculum for upper secondary school (LGY11) states that English language 

students should gain a broader understanding of the English-speaking world to be able to have 

the confidence to use English in different contexts and situations. Further, through spoken and 

written language, English education should help students to develop an understanding of the 

English language, as well as give a broader understanding as of how and when different forms 

of English can and should be used. This education should also motivate students to improve 
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and develop their English skills within the four foundational skills of the English language: 

writing, listening, speaking and reading (Skolverket, 2011). 

 

There are three English courses which upper secondary school students can study: English 5, 

6 and 7; English 5 being the mandatory course for all students, and English 6 and 7 being merit 

courses students can choose to study. In all three English courses there is a clear emphasis on 

the reading and understanding of literature in different forms. In English 5 for example, in the 

description of the core content the curriculum states that students are to have read and worked 

with literature in various forms. However, regarding the type, genre or literary period the 

literature comes from, nothing is specified in the English 5 course (Skolverket, 2011). In 

English 6 and 7, on the other hand, the description of the core content states that students are 

obliged to have worked with ‘contemporary literature, poetry, drama and songs’ for English 6, 

and ‘contemporary and older literature and older fiction in various genres such as drama’ for 

English 7. Similar to the English 5 core content, the curriculums for English 6 and 7 do not 

specify what authors, or exactly which texts should be used and discussed in English education, 

nor which countries the literature selected should come from. However, different genres such 

as poetry, drama and songs are mentioned (Skolverket, 2011). 

 

Nevertheless, in the development goals, overall aims of the subject, and the different course 

curriculums for English, there is a clear emphasis on one of the overarching development goals 

for English in upper secondary school relating to English in the world: students should develop 

‘the ability to discuss and reflect on different living conditions, social issues and cultural 

features in different contexts and parts of the world where English is used’ (Skolverket, 2011). 

This goal is also clarified in the subject comments for English, stating that the phrase ‘different 

contexts and parts of the world where English is used’ refers to the use of English language as 

an international form of communication, which is not bound exclusively to countries who use 

English as their first or second language (L1 or L2) (Skolverket, 2012/2011).  

 

In what follows the previous curriculum from the year 2000 (GY2000) for English at upper 

secondary school will be discussed to show the differences between ‘English as a world 

language’ in LGY11 and English of ‘English-speaking countries’ in GY2000.  

 

In the course documents for English A-C from the 2000-2011 upper secondary school 

curriculum (GY2000), there is a different approach to and understanding of English in the 

world. In GY2000 English is seen as either the mother tongue or an official language of a 

number of countries, which highlights different English-speaking countries and cultures across 

the globe. The purpose of English education in this curriculum is aimed to broaden students’ 
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perspectives on an English-speaking world (GY2000:84). In the overall development goals for 

English in GY2000, it says that students should be given the opportunity to reflect on and 

develop a tolerance towards people, cultural differences, lifestyles and social conditions from 

the various English-speaking countries (GY2000:84f). The overall development goal referring 

to literature is similar to that of LGY11 and states that students should improve their ability to 

read various kinds of literature in English as well as their ability to reflect on these 

(GY2000:85).  

 

There are, however, some clear differences regarding the formulation of these goals in 

comparison to the curriculum from 2011. GY2000 states in the goals for English A that 

students have to have read and should be able to understand accessible literary works and, 

through literature, gain knowledge and cultural understanding of the different ‘English-

speaking countries’ (GY2000:87). In English B, on the other hand, the goals for literature are 

that students should have a basic understanding of “English-language literature” 

(engelskspråkig litteratur) from different eras, whereas English C states that students should 

be able to read literature from different epochs and genres as well as be able to reflect on their 

content from different perspectives (GY2000:90, 93). In comparison to the curriculum from 

2011, it is clear here that literature education is more focused on ‘English-speaking countries’, 

rather than perceiving on English as a ‘world language’ (Skolverket, 2011; GY2000). This 

change between the two curriculums could be related to the stance on the English language in 

the world today, depending on how one is to define the English language and its status in the 

world.  
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3. Methods and materials 

3.1 Methods 

For this study, an empirical study was used to investigate the representation of ‘English as a 

world language’ in coursebooks for English 5-7 for upper secondary school by using a content 

analysis (Kihlström, 2007:229ff). Besides the content analysis, a literature analysis2 was used 

to analyze and interpret the curriculum goals and criteria in order to understand the changes 

that have occurred in the formulation of ‘English as a world language’ between the old 

curriculum GY2000 and the current curriculum LGy11.  

After the research questions were determined and the material selected, a content analysis was 

used in order to select and categorize the different literary genres chosen. By using the narrow 

literary concept, the poetry and prose fiction in the ten coursebooks for English education were 

then categorized into four different categories. These categories refer to where the text was 

published (country of origin), 3 the setting of the text, the author’s origin and the character’s 

origin etc. (these will be described under subsection 3.3). An ethnographical content analysis 

(ECA) strengthens the literature analysis in the way that it helps determine the content of a 

written text systematically, so that the content can be summarized quantitatively into separate 

categories, which can then be discussed objectively and in a more qualitative manner (Bryman 

& Nilsson, 2011:281f). What is important with this method is the categorization of the material 

that steers the research itself. By using an ECA analysis, there is a clear connection between 

the material, the categorization and interpretation of the material, as well as the result of the 

analysis contributing to a larger audience, in this instance, the countries and regions 

represented in terms of literature education in coursebooks for English 5-7 for upper secondary 

school (Bryman & Nilsson, 2011:238f, 505f).  

3.2 Materials 

The materials that have been selected for this study are a selection of coursebooks from English 

5-7 for upper secondary school education. These course books were selected as they were the 

most frequently used course books in English education at upper secondary school, according 

to several English teachers from two upper secondary schools in the middle of Sweden. A total 

of ten books, two from the course English 5, five books from the course English 6 and three 

books from the course English 7 were selected for the study. All books had been published 

                                                        
2 A literature analysis entails that the researcher uses different materials that aim to investigate one or two 
questions to come to a new and/or unique conclusion that can help form the pedagogical usage of the selected 
material (Dimenäs, 2007:97-101) 
3 Origin of text (country) refers to the country of original publication of the literary text. 
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between 2007 and 2016, either before or after the curriculum change in 2011, when upper 

secondary school education went from the curriculum Gy2000 to Lgy11. Three of the ten books 

were published before 2011, and the remaining seven after 2011. The most frequently used 

books among these coursebooks were Blueprint A (2007), Blueprint B (2008) and Blueprint 

C (2010). These books were usually accompanied by one or more of the other coursebooks for 

English. The reason why Blueprint C has been included under coursebooks published before 

the curriculum change in 2011 is that the coursebook was released in January of 2011, and the 

curriculum change took place towards the summer/autumn of 2011. A list of the course books 

used in this study is presented below. 

Course Title of book Author(s) Publisher Publishing 

 year 

English 5 Blueprint A – 

version 2.0 

Lundfall et al.  Liber AB 2007 

English 6 Blueprint B – 

version 2.0 

Lundfall et al. Liber AB  2008 

English 7 Blueprint C McKay et al. Liber AB 2011 

English 6 Viewpoints 2 Gustafsson & 

Wivast 

Gleerups  2012 

English 5 Solid Gold 1 – 

English 5 

Hedencrona et 

al. 

Studentlitteratur 2014 

English 6 Echo 6 Short 

Stories 

Henry & Persson Natur och Kultur 2014 

English 6 Worldwide – 

English 6 

Johansson et al. Sanoma 

Utbildning 

2014 

English 7 Viewpoints 3 Gustafsson & 

Wivast 

Gleerups 2014 

English 6 Solid Gold 2 – 

English 6 

Hedencrona et 

al. 

Studentlitteratur 2015 

English 7 Solid Gold 3 – 

English 7 

Hedencrona et 

al. 

Studentlitteratur 2016 

 

The material found in the coursebooks for English 5-7 (see Appendix 1) were mostly prose 

fiction. Other forms of written works such as articles, speeches, lyrics from songs etc. also 

existed in the course books for English 5-7, but were excluded from the material, as they were 

more difficult to divide into the different categories. Moreover, in the curriculum for English 
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in both GY2000 and LGY11, the goal for literature and the goal for other written forms of text 

are divided into two sections. Literature such as poems, short stories and novels, are treated in 

relation to a separate goal in the core content for English in Lgy11 and in the goals in GY2000, 

whereas factual and other kinds of texts are treated in connection with another goal. For this 

reason, other forms of written texts have therefore been excluded.  

3.3 Selection and categorization 

In this section, the different forms of categorization that have been used to analyze the data 

will be discussed. As previously mentioned, one important criterium in selecting the material 

for this essay was the different coursebooks published before and after the curriculum change 

in 2011. This selection was needed to be able to see to what extent had there been a change in 

countries represented in coursebooks after 2011. One major aspect in analyzing the selected 

coursebooks was documenting and categorizing them into six different categories (see 

Appendix 1). Once the categories were finalized, the literary texts were sorted into the different 

categories under each coursebook (see appendix 1). Other types of texts such as articles and 

other similar texts were discarded from the categorization. After the literary texts were 

categorized, the results could then be discussed in a qualitative way. From these categories, 

four major categories were used in focus for analyzing the material for the essay. Two other 

main forms of categorization were employed to determine different factors regarding the text’s 

origin, author’s origin, setting and character, as well as determining the terms “countries” and 

“regions” that have been used in this essay. Both of these two sets of categories will be discussed 

below. 

3.3.1 External and internal categories 

The first of the two forms of categories, the categorization of the different texts, was split into 

four major categories: Text origin, Author’s origin, Text setting and Character origin. These 

different categories answer the question of how well the coursebook meets the curriculum for 

literature in English education for upper secondary school. These categories were selected 

according to different interests. In other words, these four categories can be divided into two 

separate categories; External to the text (text origin and author’s origin), and Internal to the 

text (setting and character). The external categories are interesting for a teacher of English to 

examine, as these categories give an overview of where the different texts and authors 

presented in the various coursebooks come from, and to what extent they therefore meet the 

current curriculum for English education for upper secondary school. The internal categories, 

on the other hand, are also interesting for teachers of English, as it is those categories the 

students meet when reading the literary texts in the coursebooks. These categories are of equal 

importance to the external categories, as from a pedagogical point of view it is important to 
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analyze both external and internal categories that both teachers and students come across. 

Therefore, no further distinctions between these categories have been made.  

3.3.2 Countries and regions4 

The other major form of categorization that has been made is in determining the different 

countries and regions that have been represented in the material used in the analysis of the 

different coursebooks. When reading through the material in the selected coursebooks used in 

this essay, different categories regarding the internal (setting and character) and external (text 

origin and author’s origin), could sometimes not be fully determined in terms of a specific 

country. Instead, in these cases different regions could be determined which meant that text 

did not have to be discarded from analyzation of the material. For example, regions present in 

the analysis of the material are Asia (south east), West Africa, the Caribbean and Eastern 

Europe. There are also certain countries and regions that are treated as one area but contain 

multiple countries. An example of this is the UK, which contains the countries England, 

Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland, and the Caribbean (Jamaica and Dominica). Being an 

American state, Hawaii is obviously treated as part of the USA. These distinctions were made 

when analyzing the results but, where possible, individual countries are presented as separate 

entities in the appendix (see Appendix 1).    

                                                        
4 In the following, the word ”countries” is sometimes used as a shorthand when referring to both countries and 
regions. 
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4. Analysis and results 

This chapter will explain the analysis and results of this thesis. These will be divided into two 

sections: coursebooks published before the curriculum change in 2011 and coursebooks 

published after 2011. As there are more books published after 2011, each book will be presented 

according to the year they were published in different subsections, whereas the three books 

published before 2011 are in the same series and published by the same company and will 

therefore be discussed under one subsection. After all the books have been discussed, a results 

section will summarize and determine which countries and regions have dominated the 

literature texts in the coursebooks for English at upper secondary school in Sweden, as well as 

to establish whether there has been a difference in countries and regions represented in 

coursebooks published before or after the curriculum change in 2011.  

4.1 Coursebooks Published before 2011 

4.1.1 Coursebooks Blueprint A, B and C (2007-2011) 

In all three coursebooks, Blueprint A, B and C, the majority of literary texts, are taken from the 

USA, the UK and Ireland. Additional texts come from the Canada and Australia. All of these 

countries can be found within Kachru’s inner circle, that is to say that all these countries and 

regions are English-speaking, using English as their first language (L1). The UK  has a total of 

15 texts within all three coursebooks, whereas the USA has a total of ten texts in the three 

coursebooks Blueprint A, B and C. Both Canada and Australia have only one literary text each. 

Although there are only six countries and regions with original literary texts represented in the 

three coursebooks, there are other countries that do appear under other categories such as the 

origin of the author(s), the setting of the text and the character(s).  

 

In Blueprint A (2007), no other countries other than the previously mentioned English-

speaking ones are used in any of the other categories. This shows that this coursebook does not 

meet the requirements of the current curriculum Lgy11 term ‘English as a world language’ but 

it does however meet the previous curriculum Gy2000 requirements regarding ‘English-

speaking countries’ (see table 1, p.13). 
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Table 1. Countries within the different categories from the coursebook Blueprint A (2007). 

 

In Blueprint B (2008) there are three other countries represented under the categories settings 

and characters.  These countries are Italy, the Caribbean and India. Italy lends itself to the 

setting of a literary text, whereas all three countries have characters in literary texts (see table 

2, p.13).  

Countries Text origin Author Setting Character 

USA 4 4 4 4 

UK 6 6 6 4 

Ireland 1 1 1 1 

Canada 1 1 1 1 

Italy 0 0 1 1 

India 0 0 0 1 

Caribbean 0 0 0 1 

Table 2. Countries within the different categories from the coursebook Blueprint B (2008). 

 

In Blueprint C (2011), many other countries are represented within all four categories. They 

are Mexico, Romania, Czech Republic, Denmark, the Caribbean (i.e. Jamaica and Dominica). 

Three of the literary texts’ authors are from non-English-speaking countries appearing within 

the expanding circle: Mexico, Czech Republic and the Caribbean. In the settings category, there 

are three countries represented, ranging from the inner circle to the expanding circle. These 

countries are Romania, Denmark, and the Caribbean. In the character category, four countries 

appear in literary texts; Mexico, Romania, Denmark, the Caribbean, also ranging from the 

inner to the expanding circle (see table 3, p.15).  

 

 

Countries Text origin Author Setting Character 

USA 3 3 4 4 

UK 2 1 1 1 

Ireland 1 1 1 1 

Australia 1 1 0 0 
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Countries Text origin Author Setting Character 

USA 3 3 3 3 

UK 7 6 4 3 

Ireland 2 3 2 2 

Mexico 0 1 0 1 

Romania 0 0 1 1 

Denmark 0 0 1 1 

Caribbean 0 1 3 2 

Czech Republic 0 1 0 0 

Table 3. Countries within the different categories from the coursebook Blueprint C (2011). 

 

What one can see from both coursebooks Blueprint B and C is that there are more countries 

represented in literary texts within the different categories than in Blueprint A. However, there 

are more countries represented that are non-native English-speaking countries in Blueprint C 

than in Blueprint B. Overall, literary texts used in the coursebooks Blueprint A, B and C 

represent more English-speaking countries than any of the other nations and regions 

mentioned, showing that these coursebooks are more appropriate to the previous curriculum 

Gy2000 than to the current curriculum Lgy11 (see table 11). 

4.2 Coursebooks published after 2011 

4.2.1 Viewpoints 2 (2012) 

In Viewpoints 2 (2012), there are five English-speaking countries represented under all four 

categories. These countries are the USA, New Zealand, Australia, the UK and Canada. The 

majority of the other four countries, also represented in all four categories, are within Kachru’s 

outer circle, those being the previously colonized countries of Jamaica, India and South Africa. 

The remaining country, Saudi Arabia, falls into Kachru’s expanding circle, being the only 

country not affected by British colonization or having English as an L1. The UK and the USA 

have the highest number of representations in all four categories of text origin, author, setting 

and characters. The remaining seven countries have nearly the same number of examples of 

representation in all categories (see table 4, p.16). In table 4, one can see that ‘English as a 

world language’ in the current curriculum Lgy11 has been taken into account with the use of 

texts with international perspectives in the categories of author, setting and characters.   
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Countries Text origin Author Setting Character 

USA 3 3 4 4 

UK 6 5 5 5 

South Africa 1 2 1 1 

Canada 1 1 1 1 

New Zealand 1 1 1 1 

Australia 1 1 1 1 

Jamaica 1 1 1 1 

India 1 1 1 1 

Saudi Arabia 1 1 1 1 

Table 4. Countries within the different categories from the coursebook Viewpoints 2 (2012). 

 

4.2.2 Viewpoints 3 (2014), Worldwide – English 6 (2014), Echo 6 Short Stories (2014) 

and Solid Gold 1 – English 5 (2014) 

In Viewpoints 3 (2014), there are in total seven countries represented in one or more of the 

four categories text origin, author, setting and character. Of those seven countries, four are 

English-speaking countries. These countries are the UK, the USA, Canada and Australia. Two 

of the remaining countries, India and Nigeria, are within Kachru’s outer circle being formerly 

colonized countries. The remaining country Greece is the only country represented within the 

expanding circle, not having been affected by colonization or having English as either an L1 or 

a second language (L2) (see table 5).  

 

Countries Text origin Author Setting Character 

USA  4 3 2 2 

UK 3 4 3 2 

Canada 1 1 1 1 

Australia 1 1 1 1 

India 1 1 1 1 

Greece 0 0 1 1 

Nigeria 0 0 0 1 

Table 5. Countries within the different categories from the coursebook Viewpoints 3 (2014). 

 

Having a total of eleven represented countries, Worldwide – English 6 (2014) has more 

countries represented within all four categories than Viewpoints 3 (2014). Of these eleven, 

there are five English-speaking countries. These are the UK, the USA, Australia, Ireland and 

Canada. Of the remaining six countries, four are within Kachru’s outer circle: Bangladesh, 

South Africa, Nigeria and India. The remaining two countries and regions, China and West 
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Africa are within the expanding circle, as in West Africa not all countries have a history of being 

colonized (see table 6).  

 

Countries Text origin Author Setting Character 

UK 12 11 10 6 

USA 7 7 7 4 

Ireland 1 1 2 2 

South Africa 1 1 1 1 

Australia 1 1 1 1 

Canada 1 1 1 1 

Nigeria 1 1 1 1 

India 0 1 0 1 

China 0 1 0 1 

Bangladesh 0 1 0 0 

West Africa 0 1 0 0 

Table 6. Countries within the different categories from the coursebook Worldwide – English 6 (2014). 

 

In Echo 6 Short Stories (2015) there are twelve different countries represented within the four 

categories. Of these twelve countries, only five are English-speaking countries. These countries 

are the USA, the UK, Ireland, New Zealand and Canada. Five of the remaining countries fall 

into Kachru’s outer circle, either having been colonized or having English as a lingua franca or 

L2. These are South Africa, India, Nigeria, The Samoan Islands and Zimbabwe. The two 

remaining countries, Asia (south east) and Italy, fit within Kachru’s expanding circle (see table 

7).  

  

Countries Text origin Author Setting Character 

UK 9 9 3 4 

USA 7 6 7 7 

New Zealand 2 2 2 2 

South Africa 1 1 1 1 

Ireland 1 1 1 1 

India 1 1 1 1 

Nigeria 1 1 1 1 

Samoa/Samoan 

Islands 

1 1 1 1 

Zimbabwe 1 1 1 1 

Canada 1 1 1 1 
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Italy 0 0 2 2 

Asia (south 

east)  

0 0 1 1 

Table 7. Countries within the different categories from the coursebook Echo 6 Short Stories (2015). 

 

In Solid Gold 1 – English 5 (2014) a total of ten countries are represented in all four categories. 

Of these ten countries, three are within Kachru’s inner circle, being English-speaking 

countries. These countries are the USA, Ireland and the UK. Three of the remaining countries 

are within Kachru’s outer circle, having been colonized by the British. These countries are 

Zimbabwe, Zambia and India. The remaining four countries, Eastern Europe, Belarus, Poland 

and China, fall into the expanding circle (see table 8). 

 

Countries Text origin Author Setting Character 

USA 3 4 3 2 

UK 3 2 2 0 

Ireland 1 1 1 1 

India 1 1 1 1 

Eastern Europe 0 0 1 1 

Zimbabwe 0 1 1 0 

China 0 1 0 1 

Belarus 0 0 1 0 

Poland 0 0 0 1 

Zambia 0 1 0 0 

Table 8. Countries within the different categories from the coursebook Solid Gold 1 – English 5 (2014). 

 

When comparing the four coursebooks Viewpoints 3 (2014), Worldwide – English 6 (2014), 

Echo 6 Short Stories (2014) and Solid Gold 1 – English 5 (2014), one can see that Echo 6 Short 

Stories (2014) provides a broader representation of countries than Viewpoints 3 (2014) and 

Worldwide – English 6 (2014) in all categories, followed by Solid Gold 1 – English 5 (2014). 

Under the category of literary text origin, English-speaking countries have a larger 

representation in all four coursebooks than any other nations. In terms of the literary text 

origin, three of the four coursebooks, Viewpoints 3 (2014), Worldwide – English 6 (2014) and 

Solid Gold 1 – English 5 (2014) have very few representations of non-native English-speaking 

countries. Echo 6 Short Stories (2014), on the other hand, has five non-native English-

speaking countries of its twelve countries represented, or in other words, from Kachru’s outer 

and expanding circles. Under the category of authors, one can see that in Worldwide – English 

6 (2014) all countries have at least one author represented, whereas in Viewpoints 3 (2014) 
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only five out of the seven countries are represented by authors. This can also be said about both 

Echo 6 Short Stories (2014) and Solid Gold 1 – English 5 (2014), which also have countries 

that are not represented by authors. In both Echo 6 Short Stories (2014) and Solid Gold 1 – 

English 5 (2014), there are two and three countries not represented. In all four coursebooks, 

the countries that most well represented in the category of authors are the USA and the UK, 

followed by countries such as Ireland and New Zealand, or in other words, English-speaking 

countries. In both Echo 6 Short Stories (2014) and Worldwide – English 6 (2014), all countries 

other than the USA and the UK are relatively evenly represented in the categories of setting 

and character. However, the USA and the UK have a higher proportion of representation in 

both setting and character than the other remaining countries. In comparison, Viewpoints 3 

(2014) and Solid Gold 1 – English 5 (2014), have a relatively even representation of all 

countries in the categories of setting and character. There are however countries in both the 

categories of settings and characters in all four coursebooks that are not represented, such 

countries being China, India, West Africa, Nigeria, Belarus, Poland, Zimbabwe and Zambia, 

which are countries from the inner and expanding circle. In sum, one can see that there is an 

increase in the number of countries represented in literary texts in 2014 compared to previous 

years.  

4.2.3 Solid Gold 2 – English 6 (2015) 

In Solid Gold 2 – English 6 (2015) a total of seven countries are represented in all four 

categories. Of these seven countries, four are within Kachru’s inner circle, being English-

speaking countries: the USA, Ireland, the UK and New Zealand. One country, India, is from 

the outer circle, having been a British colony. The remaining two countries, Denmark and 

Thailand, are from the expanding circle (see table 9, p.26).  

 

Countries Text origin Author Setting Character 

USA 4 5 4 4 

Ireland 3 3 2 2 

UK 4 3 3 3 

New Zealand 2 2 2 2 

Thailand 1 1 1 1 

India 0 1 1 1 

Denmark 0 0 1 1 

Table 9. Countries within the different categories from the coursebook Solid Gold 2 – English 6 (2015). 

 

When looking into the coursebook Solid Gold 2 – English 6 (2015), one can see that there is a 

much higher representation of English-speaking countries, such as the USA, Ireland, the UK 
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and New Zealand, in all four categories than any other countries. There is however another 

country, Thailand, that has a literary text which is from Kachru’s expanding circle. Other 

countries such as India and Denmark, do not have any literary texts represented. Under the 

category of author, all countries other than one, Denmark, are represented by authors. Most of 

these authors come from the English-speaking countries: the USA, Ireland the UK and New 

Zealand. Similar to the previous category of text origin, both Thailand and India, which are 

countries from Kachru’s outer and expanding circle also have authors represented. In the 

category of setting, there is a higher number of countries represented. Although the English-

speaking countries are the predominating countries in this category, countries such as 

Denmark, India and Thailand also have representatives. This is also comparable with the 

category of character, as all three countries, Denmark, India and Thailand, as well as the 

English-speaking countries are represented by characters belonging to those countries. In 

summary, one can see that there is an even broader increase of countries represented in literary 

texts in 2015 than in previous years, for example, there is an addition of other countries from 

the outer and expanding circles.   

4.2.4 Solid Gold 3 – English 7 (2016) 

In Solid Gold 3 – English 7 (2016) there are a total of twelve countries with representation in 

one or more of the four categories. Of these twelve countries, five are English-speaking: the 

USA, the UK, Canada, Ireland and New Zealand. Three of the remaining countries, India, 

Ghana and Pakistan, can be found within Kachru’s outer circle. The remaining four countries 

are within the expanding circle. Those countries are Denmark, Japan, Malaysia and China (see 

table 10).  

 

Countries Text origin Author Setting Character 

USA 6 6 6 4 

UK 5 4 5 5 

Canada 2 2 2 2 

Ireland 2 2 1 1 

Ghana 1 1 1 1 

Malaysia 1 1 1 1 

India 0 1 1 1 

Japan 0 1 1 1 

Denmark 0 0 1 1 

Pakistan 0 1 0 1 

New Zealand 0 1 0 0 

China 0 0 1 0 
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Table 10. Countries within the different categories from the coursebook Solid Gold 3 – English 7 (2016). 

 

When analyzing the coursebook Solid Gold 3 – English 7 (2016), one can see that there are 

many more countries that come from Kachru’s outer and expanding circles. In the category of 

text origin, six of the twelve countries listed do not have any representatives from their 

countries. Within this category, the countries mostly represented are the USA, the UK, Canada 

and Ireland, or in other words, English-speaking countries. Although there are three Asian 

countries represented in Solid Gold 3 – English 7 (2016), only one of these countries, Malaysia, 

provides a literary text. Another country that has a literary text under the category of text origin 

is Ghana. In the category of author, there is a much higher representation of countries than in 

the category of text origin. Only two of the twelve countries, Denmark and China, have no 

representation under the category of author. The countries mostly represented under the 

category of author are the USA, the UK, Ireland and Canada. However, there are more 

countries within the outer and expanding circle that have representatives under the category 

of authors: India, Ghana, Japan, Pakistan and Malaysia. In the category of setting, there is a 

similar representation of countries, as there are only two of the twelve countries that are not 

represented: New Zealand and Pakistan. Similar to the other categories mentioned, the 

predominating countries under the category of setting are the USA, the UK, Canada and 

Ireland. On the other hand, there seems to be a higher proportion of representation overall of 

English-speaking countries in all categories. There is however a stronger representation of 

different countries from Kachru’s outer and expanding circles, with countries such as Japan, 

Pakistan, Malaysia and Denmark. In sum, the representation of countries in general has 

continued to be extensive and shows a more international response to the current curriculum 

Lgy11 and ‘English as a world language’.   

4.3 Analysis of coursebooks 

4.3.1 Literary representations of different countries in coursebooks for English 5-7 

before and after 2011 

This section will discuss, compare and contrast the countries represented in the coursebooks 

from both before and after the curriculum change in 2011. The coursebooks will be discussed 

in two separate paragraphs, one for coursebooks published before 2011 and one for books 

published after 2011.  

 

In the coursebooks published before 2011, Blueprint A, B and C, a total of twelve countries are 

represented. The countries represented in these books are from Europe, Australia, North- and 

South America and Asia (India). Although there are many countries represented in all three 

coursebooks, not all countries are represented within each category. For example, in the 
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category of text origin, only the English-speaking countries are represented in the form of 

literary texts. These countries are the USA, the UK, Ireland, Australia and Canada. Other 

countries such as Mexico, Romania and more, are not represented in the form of original texts 

from their countries (see table 11). Under the category of authors, more countries from the 

outer and expanding circle are represented. Countries such as Mexico, Czech Republic and the 

Caribbean are represented by authors. However, the countries mostly represented by authors 

are the different English-speaking countries: the USA, Ireland, the UK, Australia and Canada 

(see table 11). Under the category of setting, only five of the twelve countries lack 

representation: Australia, the Caribbean, India, Mexico and the Czech Republic. Overall 

however, it is countries such as the USA, the UK and Ireland that predominate under the 

category of setting (see table 11). Unlike the other three categories, the category of character 

has a much wider representation of different countries, as only three of the twelve countries, 

Australia, Czech Republic and the Caribbean, lack representation. However, like in the other 

three categories, it is the USA, the UK and Ireland that have the highest representation under 

the category of characters (see table 11). In sum, one can see that in the coursebooks Blueprint 

A, B and C, the USA, the UK and Ireland predominate all categories. This shows that these 

coursebooks adhere to the previous curriculum Gy2000, as they emphasize the use of literary 

texts from the English-speaking world rather than meeting the current curriculum 

requirement of ‘English as a world language’. 

 

Countries Text origin Author Setting Character 

UK 15 13 11 8 

USA 10 10 11 11 

Ireland 4 5 4 4 

Canada 1 1 1 1 

Caribbean 0 1 2 2 

Australia 1 1 0 0 

Italy 0 0 1 1 

Mexico 0 1 0 1 

Romania 0 0 1 1 

Denmark 0 0 1 1 

India 0 0 0 1 

Czech Republic 0 1 0 0 

Table 11. Coursebooks published before 2011. 

 

In the remaining seven coursebooks analyzed, published after 2011, one can see that there is a 

considerable increase in countries represented in all four categories compared to those in the 
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coursebooks published before 2011. There is a total of 29 countries from all corners of the 

world. These coursebooks include countries from Asia, Africa, Eastern Europe and the Middle 

East. Out of the 28 countries represented in all coursebooks, 13 are not represented under 

category of text origin. The majority of these 13 countries exist within Kachru’s expanding 

circle, that is to say, countries that have not been affected by British colonialism or have English 

as an L1. These countries and regions are Eastern Europe, Belarus, Poland, China, West Africa, 

Denmark, Greece, Asia (south east) and Italy. Similar to the coursebooks published before 

2011, the predominating countries in the category text origin are the USA, the UK and Ireland 

(see tables 11 and 12). Under the category of author, only seven of the 33 countries are not 

represented: Eastern Europe, Belarus, Poland, Denmark, Greece, Asia (south east), and Italy. 

Coincidently, these countries also fall into Kachru’s expanding circle, but also in the outer 

circle. The predominating countries in the category of author are the USA, the UK, Canada, 

New Zealand and Ireland. On the other hand, India also plays a larger role in the category of 

author, having seven representatives in this category (see table 12). In the category of setting, 

there is a much wider representation of different countries, as only five countries are not 

represented: Poland, Zambia, Bangladesh, West Africa and Pakistan. One can see here that 

there is an equal number of countries from both the outer and expanding circle not 

represented. The USA, the UK, Ireland, Canada and New Zealand also dominate this category 

(see table 12). Similar to the category of author, India also plays a larger role, as this setting is 

represented in six texts, whereas other English-speaking countries such as the New Zealand 

only has five.  The category of character has an even broader representation of countries than 

the other three categories, as only four are not represented. These countries are Belarus, 

Zambia, Bangladesh and West Africa. Similar to the previous category of settings, there is an 

equal share in countries not represented in both the outer and expanding circle. However, one 

can also see that another country has a higher representation than any of the English-speaking 

countries in the category of character. The country of India is represented by seven main 

character. Although India is a country within Kachru’s outer circle, one can see that countries 

other than the main four English-speaking countries play a larger role in the coursebooks 

published after 2011. To sum up, there is an increase in the number of countries represented 

in the coursebooks published after 2011, as India has started to play a major role in all four 

categories. Other countries such as South Africa and Nigeria have started to become more 

prevalent in all four categories, as well as there being a significant increase of countries 

represented from all over the world in all categories (see table 12, p.24).  
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Countries Text origin Author Setting Character 

USA 34 34 33 27 

UK 42 38 30 25 

Ireland 8 8 7 7 

India 4 7 6 7 

Canada 6 6 6 6 

New Zealand 5 6 5 5 

South Africa 3 4 3 3 

Australia 3 3 3 3 

Nigeria 2 2 2 3 

Zimbabwe 1 2 3 1 

China 0 2 1 2 

Caribbean 1 1 1 1 

Saudi Arabia 1 1 1 1 

Samoa/Samoan 

Islands 

1 1 1 1 

Malaysia 1 1 1 1 

Thailand 1 1 1 1 

Ghana 1 1 1 1 

Denmark 0 0 2 2 

Italy 0 0 2 2 

Asia (south 

east) 

0 0 1 1 

Eastern Europe 0 0 1 1 

Greece 0 0 1 1 

Pakistan 0 1 0 1 

Belarus 0 0 1 0 

Poland 0 0 0 1 

Zambia 0 1 0 0 

Bangladesh 0 1 0 0 

West Africa 0 1 0 0 

Table 12. Coursebooks published after 2011. 
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5. Conclusion 

The aims of this thesis have been to see which countries are most represented in literary texts 

in coursebooks published before and after the current curriculum change in 2011, as well as to 

see if there has been a change in representation of countries in the coursebooks published after 

2011 for English education at upper secondary schools in Sweden.  This study has closely 

examined the two most recent curricula to help determine if there had been a change in the 

way Skolverket explain the stance of the English language in the world between the previous 

curriculum Gy2000 and the current national curriculum Lgy11, as well used a content analysis 

method to select the various coursebooks to analyze in this thesis. This essay has also drawn 

on various researchers’ work, such as Skaftun and Michelsen’s (2017) literature concept 

approaches and Kachru’s (1985/2016) three circles in order to provide an understanding of 

both how literature is used in this study as well as how we may perceive the English language 

in the world today.  Ten coursebooks from the years of 2011 to 2016 were selected to investigate 

the research questions of this essay. These ten books were then analyzed and categorized into 

several categories to see which countries were represented and if there had been a change in 

countries represented in the coursebooks published after 2011.  

 

To answer the first of the two research questions, the one regarding the representation of 

countries and regions in coursebooks for English 5-7 published before and after 2011, the 

countries that are mostly represented are the USA, the UK, Ireland, Australia and Canada, with 

an addition of New Zealand and India in coursebooks published after 2011. One can see from 

analyzing all ten coursebooks published both before and after the curriculum change in 2011, 

that it is the English-speaking countries that dominate English literature education for upper 

secondary schools in Sweden. Although there are other countries from Kachru’s outer and 

expanding circle represented especially in the coursebooks published after 2011, this also 

means that literature education may not fully meet the requirements and goals in the 2011 

national curriculum regarding ‘English as a world language’. It is in particular coursebooks 

published before 2011 that do not meet the requirements of the current national curriculum 

regarding ‘English as a world language’, as it is mostly English-speaking countries that 

dominate the four categories. However, these books are still often used in Swedish upper 

secondary schools for English education today. 

 

Regarding the second question: if there has been a change in the representation of countries 

on coursebooks for literature education before and after the curriculum change in 2011, the 

answer is yes. In comparison to the coursebooks published before 2011, there has been a 

significant change in countries represented in those published after 2011,. In these 
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coursebooks, there is a much broader diversity of nations and regions represented in all four 

categories. Additional geographical areas that appear in these coursebooks include Asia, 

Africa, Eastern Europe and the Middle East. In this respect, one can say that, perhaps 

unsurprisingly, the coursebooks published after 2011 are more well adapted to the current 

curriculum requirements of ‘English as a world language’ than those published before 2011, as 

they are more diverse and wide-ranging in the representation of countries and regions. 

  

Although literature education within English at upper secondary school does not clearly specify 

which countries and regions the literature should come from, there needs to be an awareness 

of how much or little coursebooks meet the current curriculum’s requirements. This study has 

brought to light which in this particular selection of widely used coursebooks include literary 

texts that meet the current goals and requirements in the national curriculum today and which 

do not.  One limitation with this study is that it examined more coursebooks that were 

published after 2011 than before 2011, which could have affected the results of the study. One 

aspect that could be further investigated within this field is what coursebooks are actually being 

used and are preferred by upper secondary school teachers in Sweden. This could be done 

through a survey followed up by interviews. Another way of expanding on the current study is 

by looking at all forms of written texts in the coursebooks and their representation of the 

English-speaking world. 
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